Small molecule microarrays: recent advances and applications.
Directed or exploratory drug development programs constantly seek robust screening platforms for the high fidelity identification and validation of potential targets. Small-molecule microarrays (SMMs) have risen to this call by elegantly forging the capability of combinatorial chemistry in producing myriad compounds with the powerful throughput afforded by microarrays. This synergism offers scientists a versatile tool for rapid compound analysis and discovery. Microarrays of small molecules have already been successfully applied in important areas ranging from protein profiling to the discovery of therapeutic leads. Recent interesting developments towards improved immobilization strategies and library creation methods, together with novel advances herein described, have set the stage for SMMs to take on wider and more routine applications in academia and industry. As a rapidly maturing technology, SMMs pave the way forward in high-throughput exploration, both in the identification of biologically significant natural and synthetic small molecules and in harnessing their vast potential towards medicinal and diagnostic applications.